[06/10/2015, 19:07:40] Ian DeMartino: Hi Mark Lyford, I'd like to add you as a contact. to talk about BANX
[06/10/2015, 20:02:36] Mark Lyford: Mark Lyford has shared contact details with Ian DeMartino.
[06/10/2015, 20:03:31] Mark Lyford: Hi Ian, JP from DMT said you were asking about Banx and I, If you would like to speak and ask any questions direct I would be glad to talk to you. Let me know and I can get a time setup if you wish
[06/10/2015, 20:10:17] Ian DeMartino: yeah, what time is good for you?
[06/10/2015, 20:16:14] Mark Lyford: where you based ? It’s 20:15 here, I can do a skype call in 2 hrs 45 mins (11pm my time) if that works, if not tomorrow during the day i can make a slot
[06/10/2015, 20:16:56] Ian DeMartino: I'm EST, that works for me too
[06/10/2015, 20:17:42] Mark Lyford: ok speak at 11pm my time then , is this an interview or informal ?
[06/10/2015, 20:18:05] Mark Lyford: makes no difference to me, just want to know before hand
[06/10/2015, 20:19:00] Ian DeMartino: Just looking for some answers is all. I guess you could say informal, but on the record.
[06/10/2015, 20:20:11] Mark Lyford: thats fine with me, did you see my video response to the thread in question ?
[06/10/2015, 20:20:28] Ian DeMartino: yes, I'm only about half way through it now though.
[06/10/2015, 20:21:37] Mark Lyford: ok, will you be able to watch it all before we have our call ?
[06/10/2015, 20:21:47] Ian DeMartino: yeah
[06/10/2015, 20:21:57] Mark Lyford: ok , speak at 11pm then
[06/10/2015, 20:22:24] Ian DeMartino: yup, tty then
[06/10/2015, 20:44:16] Mark Lyford: lol just seen your email and didn’t see your request when I requested you.
[06/10/2015, 20:44:27] Ian DeMartino: that's okay
[06/10/2015, 20:44:46] Mark Lyford: FYI all my skype calls are automatically recorded, I assume thats ok with you
[06/10/2015, 20:44:55] Ian DeMartino: yup
[06/10/2015, 20:45:14] Mark Lyford: k speak later
[06/10/2015, 23:00:47] Mark Lyford: ready when you are
[06/10/2015, 23:22:33] Mark Lyford: Call  21 minutes 22 seconds
[06/10/2015, 23:22:40] Mark Lyford: Call started
[06/10/2015, 23:33:47] Ian DeMartino: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-prod/docs/Aes6QUrkKhl82WbNcWt6_wOzMnwmO9-3F1wc9-eMSsA/application-pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAIDAZRQBLRY6VWRYA&Expires=1444167588&Signature=LpfGooCCxjcreGbh4Q03%2FMsVmyI%3D&x-amz-security-token=AQoDYXdzEEoa4AOPjYkEliFutAs%2F%2Fj9o8BmH%2BQB6zLbpid7U13M8nwPTUsxLrAW%2BvAL3bGJ72w1KO1xB54M3uvJ6w4IGTzV4KOjba5gu2%2BHZklf8M0VBQgMEOJPk%2FaTI0u4PI7sf%2BwrcV3wajgJYdb3TZYaIo8FDUM26FCprFGTRITbCyumOF5txb6HuiQ50NpJMonYWdCcIS8bJdv%2BLMP1DzZgIB3UNhteXMoisR8gUj%2FkD0ztrf5HRI17obimpHTtlZ2EZpR1uZfEYXkDv7ZdEDFkoBR%2Fbnmz%2BNOhHh72Zm97mjju1BOn4YgMjE3p%2FpD4ShsYEUWzX8haa91zMev9SJXT%2Bf8MU6Zxf13seAWnSYc9y%2FAjvbbwiK05YExbrA2W1xF3i%2FNi6pzxNwOIYz%2FSXrRER1DR8bLKKD6D6RDg0eIBb%2FjgMq5xBKv%2BNATZuZg%2Frt13entMsUxFekbF3RQn9twD2%2B0e1qFIVjHCAd7NFAdJjG2E4UiO4vj%2Bk0lCOFgAfndGEgov3RgijMXQPdDP5fT2dQwOxMa4sIPab%2BYMoFfD0AkxD5Z%2FVoEdSN%2BskLvNYufHB8lOHACSPzCg%2FIYmdNtjJR6Izs4pWLvx4XdFQ%2FNwXhqAlksg0izSoxv4S69kPCgZl3YfI3Z4g2vzPsAU%3D
[06/10/2015, 23:50:20] Mark Lyford: Call ended  27 minutes 38 seconds
[06/10/2015, 23:51:10] Ian DeMartino: hey, actually, is there anyway you can send me the recording from the second call? I just realized I didn't hit record after you called me back so I only got the first part
[06/10/2015, 23:52:36] Ian DeMartino: just so you know, exonerating you is just as good of a story for me. I'm only about where the facts go
[06/10/2015, 23:53:07] Mark Lyford: Call  20 seconds
[06/10/2015, 23:56:56] Mark Lyford: http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/interviews/Ian%20DeMartino%20on%202015-10-06%20at%2023.22.mov
[06/10/2015, 23:59:35] Ian DeMartino: thanks
[07/10/2015, 00:17:14] Mark Lyford: np
[07/10/2015, 00:53:11] Mark Lyford: you of all people should know how people love to twist things ehh ? : https://www.reddit.com/r/Buttcoin/comments/3hoj33/cryptocurrency_ponzi_pumper_ian_demartino_claims/ I don’t get this crypto crowd, they turn everything into a witch hunt even when there is nothing to which hunt right ?
[07/10/2015, 00:53:23] Mark Lyford: Mark Lyford created a group conversation
[07/10/2015, 13:50:52] Mark Lyford: >> http://banxcapital.com/investors/ = updated
[07/10/2015, 20:18:22] Ian DeMartino: Hey Mark, I'm not to worried about Blue Meanie's trolling, he does it to everyone of note in the bitcoin community. He is barking up the wrong tree, clearly, but I don't pay it much mind.

I was wondering if you had a chance to send me that proof of revenue you said you would send? I haven't seen it show up in my email.

Sorry on the slow response. I was out of the house most of the day dealing with some personal issues.
[07/10/2015, 20:57:32] Ian DeMartino: So what I need now, besides some sort of proof of revenue, would be some explanation on how you arrived at these numbers?

288 BTC worth of physical coins in profit. Before accounting for manufacturing costs, that means you'd have to sell either 441 BTC coins or 706 LTC coins (or some combination thereof). Do you think those are realistic projections?

You also expect 2737BTC in profit from mining next year. Can you show me some video proof of your hardware that would make that extreme amount? Even if you have free electricity, that is a lot of hardware, so I think everyone would like to see it. Alternatively, some blockchain evidence of mining activities would be helpful.

I did forget to ask you one other thing, where is the BTC from the crowdsale being held? Can you show me that account?
[07/10/2015, 21:38:46] Mark Lyford: Well you and I both know trolls will be trolls I guess then. You keep banging on about projections Ian, I have told you categorically these are projections and I have also stated numerous times the plans change . there is no way we will be doing those number from mining nor putting that much investment into mining any more. again many times stated. 

After more reading into stories you have been involved with I can’t help feel there is more of an agenda here with me and you. I guess I should have known that though ehh. The more reading i do the more I feel this is an NXT related issue against BTS. I regret not looking into you personally more before the call, if I had maybe I would have refused or understood more about motives.  

95% of the income from selling banx happens in wire transfers. so no there is no significant holding account for BTC. 

So you write what you want to write, I have the recording of what was said, and after reading more and speaking to more people about this situation I’m not co operating any more with this. 

I have the feeling I and my business will not be painted in a good light no matter what I say or do , so you know what why bother any more? 

From the get go there was a to the conversation we had yesterday. I’m not sure what your motives are but I guess it doesn’t matter. 

The issues you picked me up on re Remittio and the debit card issue are pathetic to say the least, at the time of the video being done it would have been the first bitcoin debit card, and many of the card you talk about are not actual debit cards. 

I will continue with what I am doing and you will do what you do . Be sure that what ever is written that is not factual will be responded to and if need be the unedited conversation will be made available. 

I will leave it with you.
[07/10/2015, 21:41:47] Ian DeMartino: A few points, I have nothing to do with NXT. As I said, Bluemeanie is barking up the wrong tree. I like that they were the first to the market with some features, but I never held any significant amount of NXT, less than 50 dollars worth, which is where I keep all of my altcoin investments just for the purposes of keeping myself unbiased.

Currently, I own no altcoins, saving for dust on exchanges, because I sold them to pay my rent (it was less than 100 bucks total)
[07/10/2015, 21:42:13] Ian DeMartino: I simply want the proof you promised me
[07/10/2015, 21:42:17] Ian DeMartino: proof of revenue
[07/10/2015, 21:42:24] Ian DeMartino: proof of where the dividends are coming from
[07/10/2015, 21:42:54] Mark Lyford: Call – no answer
[07/10/2015, 21:46:17] Mark Lyford: and the more I read about you and your cointelepgrah threads the more I think there is more to this, you have your fair shares of controversy. not knowing who paid you and all. 

so based on that, speaking to others and the way the talk went yesterday I’m inclined not to pander to your requests. I have put the profits disclaimer on the page as said, but thats it. the company accounts will be filed as per the laws of the UK and I will when i can make changes to banxcpaital website to reflect the projections as we now have them. 

In retrospect I made a mistake offering to speak to you, looking back there was only one way this was ever going to go .
[07/10/2015, 21:46:57] Ian DeMartino: you said in the thread you had no problem talking to runpaint and all those people accusing you in public
[07/10/2015, 21:47:05] Ian DeMartino: you said you would be more than happy to clear things up
[07/10/2015, 21:47:09] Ian DeMartino: Lets do that
[07/10/2015, 21:47:18] Ian DeMartino: show me the proof of income, as you promised
[07/10/2015, 21:47:38] Ian DeMartino: whatever misconceptions you have about my past is irrelevant
[07/10/2015, 22:24:14] Ian DeMartino: Mark does that last message mean I shouldn't expect any proof from you tomorrow?
[08/10/2015, 00:03:06] Mark Lyford: BTW when you said about the crowdsale did you mean the lotto Shares one right? If so I can have byron or muchael help with that info
[08/10/2015, 00:03:36] Mark Lyford: My confusion was because you have never me actioned lotto Shares to me before
[08/10/2015, 00:06:26] Ian DeMartino: No, I mean the purchase of banx from its original ICO. I know you said you haven't sold any on banx.io, but I assumed you sold it at the launch for btc and not just to private investors for fiat?
[08/10/2015, 00:10:55] Mark Lyford: No, I have taken small amounts of btw from some pro ate investors but no banx were sold for Btc to non profit ate investors, because I have only ever dealt with private investors and miners
[08/10/2015, 00:12:30] Mark Lyford: Goodnight and experience the to hear from Michael re remittio
[08/10/2015, 00:12:45] Mark Lyford: Expect even (on phone)
[08/10/2015, 00:13:32] Ian DeMartino: How much of the 24 hour volume on coinmarket cap are those private trades?
[08/10/2015, 00:13:55] Mark Lyford: Remember I have had three exchanges and three developers before this current version of banx.io
[08/10/2015, 00:15:03] Mark Lyford: Ian I'm getting tired of you asking questions you have already asked yesterday, you have a knack of hounding and repeating the same stuff. Goodnight
[08/10/2015, 00:15:20] Ian DeMartino: Can I just get a yes or no?
[08/10/2015, 00:16:11] Ian DeMartino: That it is or isn't a significant amount
[08/10/2015, 00:17:22] Mark Lyford: 00:15 here go write your paid for story you have spent a week on that now has a deadline to it. If you hadn't picked up already I'm tired of your approach and hidden family to behind your interest
[08/10/2015, 00:17:48] Ian DeMartino: It is a simple question
[08/10/2015, 00:17:56] Mark Lyford: And Michael is in that group noe
[08/10/2015, 00:19:21] Mark Lyford: Re listen to your interview buddy it was answered in there. I'm fully aware of your motives Ian, I was a fool to think anything other wise
[08/10/2015, 00:20:50] Mark Lyford: You don't seem to get the fact that my accounts will be completed by my accountants in line with the law and published, same as you don't know how to read a company report showing ALL directors
[08/10/2015, 00:22:49] Ian DeMartino: It is a simple question. I am going back over the interview. But you shouldnt be scared to state the truth one more time. It is an easy, very basic question.
[08/10/2015, 00:23:18] Ian DeMartino: I'm sorry you feel I have an agenda, I just have questions
[08/10/2015, 00:24:08] Ian DeMartino: I think some of the Crypto community does to
[08/10/2015, 00:27:03] Mark Lyford: Don't beleive you tbh, but anyway, as I said two hours ago I will consider what I am sending you and let you know tomorrow, I just Know what ever I send you won't be enough or twisted, either way, I'm done tonight, please add Michael as a contact as per his request
[08/10/2015, 00:29:27] Ian DeMartino: Yeah, like you said, you said goodnight two hours ago, then you came back. So how about using this time to give me a clear yes or no answer?
[08/10/2015, 19:33:39] Mark Lyford: who owns coinjournal.net ?
[08/10/2015, 19:36:15] Mark Lyford: I will be sending over some screen caps shortly with a brief explanation of each. I trust they will suffice, if they don’t that all I am giving you. I also trust after you have spoken to Michael you will not be putting anything negative in any way about Remittio.com
[08/10/2015, 19:37:26] Ian DeMartino: send away. I can't tell you if they will suffice until I see them.
[08/10/2015, 19:39:47] Ian DeMartino: It might help to send some testimonials or reviews of customers? You said the majority of your profits were coming from the Mint. But I can't find any reviews/customer photos online, outside of one article by Digital Money Times. Sorry I didn't ask this earlier, but it isn't something I noticed until last night.
[08/10/2015, 19:40:16] Mark Lyford: so who owns coinjournal.net ?  I see its registered in the UK. we have many testimonials on banxplaintum.com
[08/10/2015, 19:40:34] Mark Lyford: have you got everything you want from Michael re Remittio ?
[08/10/2015, 19:41:40] Ian DeMartino: we talked, Remittio was never really a focus of mine.
[08/10/2015, 19:41:52] Mark Lyford: what I am sending you is what you are getting, I will explain in a short email about the screen caps, nothing else will being sent, i am not disclosing private company info or customer data. so either way
[08/10/2015, 19:42:42] Mark Lyford: re remittio , so your happy that you got it wrong re michael not being not he docs and happy that we are launching it in Nov ?
[08/10/2015, 19:43:42] Mark Lyford: so re coinjournal.net , who owns it ? your the co founder right ? will i find you on the company docs if i get them ?
[08/10/2015, 19:44:26] Ian DeMartino: I already told you that I found his name in the docs. I still contend the Press Release is extremely misleading and makes it sound like Remittio is an established company and not founded by you.

So, no, I'm not really happy about it, but its not a focus of the article. IT could just be a horribly written PR, and though I doubt that, there are bigger issues with Banx
[08/10/2015, 19:46:22] Ian DeMartino: Oliver owns it, with the understanding that I will receive half if/when it grows to a sustainable size. At this point it isn't important enough.

The difference is, and this is a big difference Mark, is that we aren't asking people for investments. We aren't selling people "CoinJournal Shares".

Speaking of, is there a legal document anywhere that indicates ownership of BANX = ownership of Banxcapital?
[08/10/2015, 19:48:54] Mark Lyford: so your not the co founder then ? your the lead writer hoping to be the co owner one day

I am asking private people for private investments. not selling a crypto online to just anyone. 

no you are well aware it is impossible and I have never said that owning BANX is owning Banx capital, you have already been told and already know its a token reprinting a token, so now there wouldn’t and no one has ever asked for or been told there is a legal document re ownerhisp of banx, now your just being ridiculous
[08/10/2015, 19:49:14] Ian DeMartino: you also run BANX.io, which is the only place that actually sells BANX
[08/10/2015, 19:49:23] Ian DeMartino: if you wanted to keep banx limited to private investors, you could
[08/10/2015, 19:49:27] Mark Lyford: so maybe Oliver is the one I should ask re donations to the site for people to pay for articles
[08/10/2015, 19:49:37] Ian DeMartino: Oliver didn't put me on this article
[08/10/2015, 19:49:40] Mark Lyford: The panamamain company own Banx.io
[08/10/2015, 19:49:40] Ian DeMartino: I find my own articles
[08/10/2015, 19:49:45] Ian DeMartino: and I received a tip
[08/10/2015, 19:49:48] Ian DeMartino: linking to the bitcoin talk thread
[08/10/2015, 19:49:50] Ian DeMartino: that's it
[08/10/2015, 19:49:56] Ian DeMartino: thats how I found you mark
[08/10/2015, 19:49:58] Ian DeMartino: it isn't that hard
[08/10/2015, 19:50:02] Mark Lyford: Banx is limited to private investors, like i say I have never sold to anyone pf the public, only miners mined it and people brought from me
[08/10/2015, 19:50:16] Mark Lyford: fair enough.
[08/10/2015, 19:50:44] Mark Lyford: but like i say it seems like you have your own shit hitting the fan, which if this story is twisted in anyway I will only be too happy to point people too.
[08/10/2015, 19:50:56] Ian DeMartino: I don't care dude
[08/10/2015, 19:51:05] Ian DeMartino: Blue Meanie's accusations are hillarious
[08/10/2015, 19:51:12] Ian DeMartino: and no one takes him seriously in the crypto community
[08/10/2015, 19:51:19] Ian DeMartino: your attempt to threaten me isn't going to work
[08/10/2015, 19:51:23] Mark Lyford: bottom line is, I don’t really care what the crypto community think of me and what I am doing, all I care about is the people who hold banx are happy, the people who invested into banx, thats it
[08/10/2015, 19:51:53] Mark Lyford: no threats here , i don’t make threats, 

Im saying for someone who says they don’t know who way paying them all the time they were writing for another business perhaps you are taking the piss a little
[08/10/2015, 19:52:12] Ian DeMartino: you should be happy that I'm here to give you a chance to say your piece
[08/10/2015, 19:52:18] Mark Lyford: Im growing to think I don’t care about what you write on your blog,
[08/10/2015, 19:52:27] Ian DeMartino: I know quite a few writers who would have been done with it already and would have already published an article making you look really bad
[08/10/2015, 19:52:31] Mark Lyford: mate you and I know both know you have no real interest in setting my side of the record straight
[08/10/2015, 19:52:34] Ian DeMartino: I take my time to get all the facts I can
[08/10/2015, 19:52:42] Ian DeMartino: you just won't show me anything
[08/10/2015, 19:53:12] Mark Lyford: tell me , did you really not know who way paying you to write for CT ?
[08/10/2015, 19:53:24] Ian DeMartino: what do you mean?
[08/10/2015, 19:53:36] Mark Lyford: because you know what what ever I show you is far more than you are entitled to be shown, you are entitled to be shown shit.
[08/10/2015, 19:53:49] Mark Lyford: I read that you stated you didn’t know who was paying you from cointelegraph.com
[08/10/2015, 19:54:40] Mark Lyford: so…
[08/10/2015, 19:55:00] Ian DeMartino: no, I don't know who owns CoinTelegraph, because no one does. That is why I quit. It felt way too shady.

CoinTelegraph was the one who paid me. You can find it all online if you want, I did a whole talk on Mad Bitcoins about it, wrote an article on ZapChain. Do your research bro.
[08/10/2015, 19:55:33] Mark Lyford: i have no interested in doing my research.
[08/10/2015, 19:55:40] Ian DeMartino: yeah, I can tell
[08/10/2015, 19:55:57] Mark Lyford: i have whats called a business to run, I unlike others have better things to do
[08/10/2015, 19:56:41] Ian DeMartino: right, speaking of, is there a legal document anywhere that indicates ownership of BANX = ownership of Banxcapital?
[08/10/2015, 19:57:20] Ian DeMartino: Because all the documents I have seen have you as the sole owner, so I just want to check on that
[08/10/2015, 19:57:36] Mark Lyford: can you not read ? I have just told you ^^ no its a token, i have never said you own a part of the company if you own banx, stop deliberately trying to wind me up
[08/10/2015, 19:58:32] Mark Lyford: ok so this is the deal . I am emailing you what I am emailing you now, I will explain the screen caps etc as best I can . this is all the information you are getting, I think it explains a lot about Banx etc. if you disagree that is what it is. I have wasted way too much time with you  in the last three nights , and it has turned out to be way more than a few moments . 

You will get the documents via email shortly, yu do what you want with them, thats it I’m not spending any more time with you on this answering any more questions. You use the information as you want, and if I think its twisted or misrepresented when you publish I will be commenting so
[08/10/2015, 20:25:36] Mark Lyford: zip file sent with text file enclosed
[08/10/2015, 20:25:53] Mark Lyford: please let me know when you have published your article
[08/10/2015, 21:32:14] Ian DeMartino: Did you accidentally send me the wrong file? I thought it was going to be screen shots of proof of profits? This looks like this is an account of the Lottoshares webinar? I'm confused as to what this is supposed to show me? I don't think you mentioned Lottoshares as a profit source, and I know for sure you said BanxMint was the biggest source,  followed by Banx Platinum. 

I understand you said this was all I am getting, but I'm concerned this isn't what you meant to send me because it isn't what you said it was going to be and you didn't delete customer information like you said you would.
[08/10/2015, 21:43:19] Mark Lyford: I apologise I did, I have no idea how I did, I was rushing out the door. The at isn't customer info it's webinar attendance, I will send you the correct zip as soon as i get home
[08/10/2015, 22:11:16] Ian DeMartino: okay, sounds good.
[08/10/2015, 23:04:52] Mark Lyford: again my apologies on this rushing around trying to get out means I screwed up sending you the wrong file, I still have no idea how I managed to do it. anyway I have sent you the correct zip file now via email
[09/10/2015, 15:12:50] Mark Lyford: just want to corn you got the email re send as pormised
[09/10/2015, 17:29:51] Ian DeMartino: yup, I got it. It looks like you do have income. I'm not sure why you waited so long to send it to me.

I do just want to ask for clarification, if most of this is coming from webinars? I'm not too familiar with JVzoo, or how the affiliate program works? Would you be willing to explain it to me?
[09/10/2015, 17:47:49] Mark Lyford: picking my son up at the moment
[09/10/2015, 17:47:59] Mark Lyford: when you planning to put the article out ?
[09/10/2015, 17:48:09] Mark Lyford: i will be online later again
[09/10/2015, 17:50:01] Ian DeMartino: the only other question I have is if you guys have stopped mining and when you plan to remove those projections? I believe you said something about those ones needing to be changed. a mining address would be good too.

Yeah no problem. Take all the time you need.

Well, since you actually showed me something I can delay it a bit, or it could not come out at all, or it could, like I said, be an article exonerating you. It all just depends. I'm still confused about a few things but I'm at least convinced you have income and that's pretty significant.
[09/10/2015, 18:18:40] Ian DeMartino: just let me know when you are around and ready.
[09/10/2015, 20:21:29] Mark Lyford: back

We have stopped mining, and are waiting for some replacement parts coming back from Spondoolies to sell off the current miners.
[09/10/2015, 20:21:50] Mark Lyford: 
we are talkingwe have just signed an NDA with spondoolies re their new SP50 machines to look at viability of those
[09/10/2015, 20:22:18] Mark Lyford: we stopped mining a good few weeks ago with the SP31’s
[09/10/2015, 20:22:59] Mark Lyford: so Im not looking to change the projections immediately until i know if the SP50’s from Spondoodlies have viability or not, if they don’t I will be changing those projections
[09/10/2015, 20:27:12] Mark Lyford: re the articles. for it not to come out now because I have shown you stuff would not be very objective, especially considering you got a tip from the forum etc. 

so I would like you to put an article out with what i have shown you

I am sure some people on the troll thread will think the payouts we have been doing this year are more than they actually are , as you are able to see they are modest, and not paid out to all people , but they are inline with what we have going on at the moment. 

I’ll be honest with you, you cause me during a pretty crappy week personally here, last week hospital with a pretty bad UTI and this week hasn’t been much better, added to the fact we have a few other regular business and staff issues , people being off ill etc and still getting trolled to fuck on the forums you caught me without much patience at all, and the delay was due to kids, and a mass of work to do due to a few of my staff being off. So that the reasons for the delays, and too sitting back and thinking what this was all about .
[09/10/2015, 20:28:01] Mark Lyford: anyway, I would like you to post what you want to post, but I am hoping it put the record straight, as i say you have information given to you that no one else has had ( they would have had if they came to my offices would add)
[09/10/2015, 20:29:22] Ian DeMartino: well, like I said, I still have some questions about JVZoo
[09/10/2015, 20:29:25] Mark Lyford: at the same time, like I said thats all I’m prepared to give, I think its pretty fair. I simply want to get on with building the business, forget the trolls and grow what I set out to do , (sell the remaining Banx and move to BTS asap )
[09/10/2015, 20:29:29] Mark Lyford: I will leave it with you
[09/10/2015, 20:29:38] Mark Lyford: what questions do you have re JVzoo ?
[09/10/2015, 20:30:08] Mark Lyford: those are only our affiliate accounts, not our software sales accounts (which are a lot higher) , but i didn’t include them as they were not relevant
[09/10/2015, 20:30:10] Mark Lyford: really
[09/10/2015, 20:30:10] Ian DeMartino: what is it? Like, what are you selling on there? Is that all affiliate money for selling other people stuff? I'm just completely confused as to what it is.
[09/10/2015, 20:30:55] Ian DeMartino: I'm not familiar with it is, is all. Are those the Banx platinum sales?
[09/10/2015, 20:33:29] Ian DeMartino: and I also wanted ot check with you about mining, I don't think we ever really got into that. You said the projections had to be updated. But I'm just wondering when/if you stopped selling mining contracts? And some blockchain proof of that mining activity.

I think that would go a long way in shutting up the trolls
[09/10/2015, 20:33:42] Mark Lyford: the click bank and stripe we BP sales,  the jvzoo affiliate sales are from a variety of affiliate products , including things like these banx products (moving to click bank now) digitalmoneyrevolution.com/info-banks , digitalmoneyrevolution.com/banks , digitalmoneyrevolution.com/info-business, digitalmoneyrevolution.com/businesss
[09/10/2015, 20:33:57] Mark Lyford: Image
[09/10/2015, 20:34:15] Mark Lyford: above is not relevant to this but those are software product sales through JV zoo
[09/10/2015, 20:35:24] Mark Lyford: hang on just on phone
[09/10/2015, 20:35:41] Ian DeMartino: okay
[09/10/2015, 20:39:53] Mark Lyford: we stopped selling mining contracts in Feb, but we continued to mine, I will get the details from Simon to you as much as i can, I never dealt with any of that stuff. like I say though we are not mining now
[09/10/2015, 20:41:05] Ian DeMartino: yeah, if you could just tell simon to send me a blockchain tx of the coins being mined, that will probably suffice.
[09/10/2015, 20:41:14] Mark Lyford: [09/10/2015, 20:35:15] Mark Lyford: I need proof of when we were mining and what address to
[09/10/2015, 20:35:51] -Simon D: Thats gonna be a bit tough...
[09/10/2015, 20:35:55] -Simon D: As it was multipool...
[09/10/2015, 20:36:06] -Simon D: I'll have a look though and see what the address shows up
[09/10/2015, 20:37:55] -Simon D: https://blockchain.info/address/19nrwuF7EHCSrrCu8QAJ1jbHheNfU3164P
[09/10/2015, 20:38:08] -Simon D: That was all the mining done into the exchange when we set it up that way
[09/10/2015, 20:38:29] -Simon D: Before that it was going to individuals multiple accounts so I have no way of tracking it
[09/10/2015, 20:39:15] -Simon D: 12/5 - 6/8 this year
[09/10/2015, 20:43:33] Ian DeMartino: does he still have control of the addy? I could send a mbtc to it and then you guys could pass it on to an addy I name or to a charity or something like that.
[09/10/2015, 20:46:35] Mark Lyford: I assume we do , I will ask,
[09/10/2015, 20:47:48] Mark Lyford: yep we can do that
[09/10/2015, 20:48:19] Mark Lyford: my fiancé is around for half an hour, I will be back when she leaves , send what ever to it and give me instructions wher you want it going and I will get it done when I return
[09/10/2015, 21:16:08] Mark Lyford: back
[09/10/2015, 21:18:17] Mark Lyford: [09/10/2015, 20:49:50] -Simon D: minimum deposit into the exchange is 0.00010000
[09/10/2015, 20:50:01] -Simon D: we can send it right back though
[09/10/2015, 21:20:10] Mark Lyford: there ?
[09/10/2015, 21:20:30] Mark Lyford: i don’t plan on being around all night tonight, do let me know if your still free as i would like to get this boxed off pls
[09/10/2015, 22:13:54] Mark Lyford: send this mbtc or whatever please
[09/10/2015, 22:14:59] Ian DeMartino: okay sending now
[09/10/2015, 22:15:31] Ian DeMartino: to make it easier for you, ill email my last set of questions and then you can just get to them when you have time over the weekend.
[09/10/2015, 22:16:56] Mark Lyford: ok so the deadline is not urgent for this now then ? ;)
[09/10/2015, 22:17:10] Mark Lyford: I thought the mining and jvzoo questions were the last questions you had ?
[09/10/2015, 22:17:24] Ian DeMartino: well, something new came ot my attention
[09/10/2015, 22:18:01] Ian DeMartino: just sent the mbtc, its from my circle account, was going to put it on a bc.info but you seemed to be in a rush
[09/10/2015, 22:18:47] Mark Lyford: what else has come to your attention ? bloody hell this never ends!
[09/10/2015, 22:19:29] Mark Lyford: where do you want that BTC sent to ?
[09/10/2015, 22:20:04] Ian DeMartino: 1HTDm8UGrkEaSVMn3gFCAvUiU3u3RJAcgN
[09/10/2015, 22:20:32] Ian DeMartino: it shouldnt' be anything you'll have trouble explaining, so don't sweat it. just a few loose ends I have to look into is all.
[09/10/2015, 22:21:18] Mark Lyford: I plan the weekend off with my kids, and you have said you had just a few more questions, so I think I have done the best I can do
[09/10/2015, 22:21:40] Mark Lyford: send me the questions now, lets get this done with tonight, I’m not planning to be carrying this onto weekend mate
[09/10/2015, 22:21:51] Mark Lyford: ill send that back as soon as I get 4 confs
[09/10/2015, 22:22:02] Ian DeMartino: well whats the buy back program?
[09/10/2015, 22:22:51] Mark Lyford: buy back program ? for what ?
[09/10/2015, 22:23:17] Ian DeMartino: it's mentioned in the webinar stuff you sent me.
[09/10/2015, 22:23:54] Mark Lyford: Lotto Shares ?
[09/10/2015, 22:24:50] Ian DeMartino: I guess? I haven't had the time to look into it, just noticed that. This is why I wanted to wait but you were insistent
[09/10/2015, 22:25:09] Ian DeMartino: i also have to look over the addy, i have a lot to do actually
[09/10/2015, 22:26:20] Mark Lyford: watch the Lotto shares webinar, its nothing to do with Banx, we take the profits (25%) of lotto shares and put that as liquidity into buying back Lotto Shares. simple process, different to Banx , actually once all banx are sold something i would consider taking a vote of holders on and seeing if they want to do that system instead of profit payout
[09/10/2015, 22:26:36] Ian DeMartino: can you link me to the webinar?
[09/10/2015, 22:26:45] Mark Lyford: you looking at Lotto Shares now too then ?
[09/10/2015, 22:27:08] Mark Lyford: http://linksfrom.us/lottoshares-replay
[09/10/2015, 22:27:30] Ian DeMartino: its all related, no? there was a lot of talk of banx from what I can tell from the Q&As you sent me.
[09/10/2015, 22:28:10] Mark Lyford: yeah a lot I guess
[09/10/2015, 22:28:19] Mark Lyford: i still don’t get this but will leave it with you
[09/10/2015, 22:28:34] Mark Lyford: the webinar explains all, Michael and i doing it explaining to people about Lotto Shares
[09/10/2015, 22:29:38] Mark Lyford: I will wait for the cons to come through, send that BTC back then be calling it a night, send me any other questions you have via email and ill do my best to answer any more you may have, I’m hoping there won’t be too many more as , like I say I d like to get this sorted.
[09/10/2015, 22:30:00] Mark Lyford: and like i said earlier, being objective means you will hopefully post a positive report
[09/10/2015, 22:32:25] Ian DeMartino: Objective means the truth. We'll see where that leads us :)

I'll send you the emails with my final questions as soon as I finish looking into these last few things.
[09/10/2015, 22:33:31] Mark Lyford: k
[10/10/2015, 00:37:47] Mark Lyford: sent files to Ian DeMartino:
2015-10-10_0037b.png
2015-10-10_0037.png
2015-10-10_0036.png
[10/10/2015, 00:38:22] Mark Lyford: BTC received as you can see, just need Simon to verify the withdrawal as i don’t have access to the email it will go to . As I say he dealt with all the mining etc
[10/10/2015, 18:08:44] Mark Lyford: BTC sent back now
[11/10/2015, 22:41:44] Mark Lyford: just checked for emails, have you not sent it yet ?
[12/10/2015, 18:07:05] Mark Lyford: just emailed you more lotto shares docs
[12/10/2015, 23:22:13] Ian DeMartino: just received word that Banx will no longer be eligible for ranking on coinmarketcap starting tomorrow. Do you care to comment on that?
[12/10/2015, 23:38:17] Mark Lyford: word from who? first I have heard
[12/10/2015, 23:38:37] Ian DeMartino: Gliss
[12/10/2015, 23:39:23] Mark Lyford: nope nothing to comment on, I have not heard that. as far as I am aware once we move to BTS we will be listed in the asset list
[12/10/2015, 23:58:12] Mark Lyford: ??
[12/10/2015, 23:58:35] Ian DeMartino: what does "??" mean?
[13/10/2015, 00:01:41] Mark Lyford: are we going to finish this up are are you going to keep hitting me with more questions and comments ? We have gone from you seemingly telling me this can either not go out, go out or go out positive, that was Friday. so where we at with this ?
[13/10/2015, 00:02:52] Ian DeMartino: I'll let you know when it goes up.
[13/10/2015, 00:03:00] Mark Lyford: ok
[13/10/2015, 00:03:31] Ian DeMartino: I'm done asking questions, I was just told you'd be removed from Coinmarketcap today. So I had to give you a chance to respond
[13/10/2015, 00:04:01] Mark Lyford: and are you able to tell me based on everything I have given you what angel you are going with ? I sure hope you are not including Michael in what ever you are putting up
[13/10/2015, 00:04:11] Mark Lyford: Glass directly told you this then ?
[13/10/2015, 00:04:33] Ian DeMartino: yes he did.
[13/10/2015, 00:05:05] Mark Lyford: ok well thats something i will take up with Gliss, as I say the last we spoke to him we will be listed as an asset when we move to BTS
[13/10/2015, 00:05:22] Ian DeMartino: ill give you his exact words
[13/10/2015, 00:05:26] Ian DeMartino: hold on a second.
[13/10/2015, 00:05:29] Mark Lyford: so after everything i have given you what are you going to be saying ?
[13/10/2015, 00:07:22] Ian DeMartino: "Yes, starting tomorrow ICO coins (e.g. BanxShares) will not be eligible for market cap ranking."
[13/10/2015, 00:08:03] Ian DeMartino: I'm off to dinner, I'll let you know when the article goes up, should be today. Have a good night.
[13/10/2015, 00:08:11] Mark Lyford: ok well like i say news to me
[13/10/2015, 00:08:14] Mark Lyford: ok
[13/10/2015, 00:11:25] Mark Lyford: I sure hope you are going to be fair after all the time i have spent and info you have been given.
